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 knowledge is power. power for evil, for good.Î�ÏÐÑÒÓÏÔÕ¢ÖÒ��×Ð0�ØÙI xy�W�)enmity, annihilate 
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shall the rich share their wealth with the poor? ¨Û]v7Î�I 
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1.utopia Thomas More 

2.
���

TS Eliot �*�¿)ÝZ�] objective corelation 
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3.18C ô�õö÷øù�õö�¿)Z�7õön)Z§� henry fielding, samuel 

johnson, defoe, swift,sheridan,oliva goldsmith
q<7Ð67Z§ 

4.Zú] a writer's writer
)û'Rüký,

ÝZ� sherwood anderson
)��

Gertrude stein 

5.Mark Twain �þÿ Local colorism 

6.Fitzgerald � jazz age 

7.wordsworth's monumental work: lyrical ballads 

8.king james' Bible 
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christopher marlowe 
)�~Ú�Dr Faustus 

2.metaphysical school
·&��J] John dryden �� John donne ��	I 

3.critical realistic
E`<7z
�o�Ð� Dickens, 

U
 Thackeray,Thomas Hardy 

4.
¦�Ún)ú+�S 20C�`)����)�� the most sacred thing is love between man 

and woman
)
the expression of individuality
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5.Walter ScottÚ�Î�] historical novels Î�Ú� Ivanhoe 

6.Samuel Beckett, waiting for Godot, the theater of absurd 

7.Dos Passos �USA trilogy 

8.calvinism
<§¼�)

original sin ,total depravity 
U�<7)ÒÓ]�����

redemption 

9.Ezra Pound, the Imagist movement, 
¸�The cantos'��T���9�* 

10.American sociological writer...
xË]

Sinclair Lewis
i�

William Dean Howells 
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11.Eugene O'neill �!»"#$ Long Day's journey into night 

12.
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Elizabeth Bishop.&��')()*+,-./0123456she was 
a (Postmodernist) both in he acceptance of life for what it is and in her openness in theme and 

form. one basic feature of her poetry lies in its at once material portrayal of life and (immaterial) 

suggesyion about it. 

13.78 John Barth,9:;<postmodernist , metafictional fiction. 

14.william faulkner
,=>

root in the American south,?@A aristocratic family
,BC
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heroic couplet 

new criticism 

English romantic poetry 

American naturalism 

The Aestheitic movement 

black humor 
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1.Emily Dickinson's 

Success is counted sweetest 

By those who ne'er succeed. 

To comprehend a nectar 
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Requires sorest need. 

 

2.It's a truth that a single man in possession of a good fortune must be in want of a wife. 

Pride and prejudice 

 

3.Hamlet 

Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer 

The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, 

Or to take arms against a sea of troubles, 

And by opposing end them? To die: to sleep; 

 

4.Ode To A Nightingale 

by John Keats 

O for a draught of vintage! that hath been 

Cool'd a long age in the deep-delved earth 

Tasting of Flora and the country green 

Dance and Provencal song and sunburnt mirth! 

O for a beaker full of the warm South 

Full of the true the blushful Hippocrene 

With beaded bubbles winking at the brim 

And purple-stained mouth 

That I might drink and leave the world unseen 

And with thee fade away into the forest dim 

 

5.Just then the stern line came taut under his foot, where he had kept a loop of the line, and 

he dropped his oars and felt tile weight of the small tuna's shivering pull as he held the line firm 

and commenced to haul it in. *pqr
 

 

6.st,uvwxPGH the President of Immortals 

 

7.Reading makes a full man, conference a ready man; and writing an exact man. 

Francis bacon Of Studies 

 

8.I have been assured by a very knowing American of my acquaintance in London, that a 

young healthy child well nursed is at a year old a most delicious, nourishing, and wholesome food, 

whether stewed, roasted, baked, or boiled. 

A modest proposal 

 

9.For oft, when on my couch I lie 

In vacant or in pensive mood, 

They flash upon that inward eye 

Which is the bliss of solitude; 

And then my heart with pleasure fills 
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And dances with the daffodils. 

 

I wandered lonely as a cloud—William Wordsworth 

 

10.yzKLuvwx{ and at the instant he knew, he ceased to know @GH interminable stairways :|}KS~P��p�|� 
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lyrical ballads ���,�,���Scommon life.���,=>��w�<

 ��z78���,��?�P� self reliance. ...intuition is the essence of genius, life .��{����z ¡<
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